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OPINION
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Abstract

Antivascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) 
agents are a safe and effective treatment option 
for neovascular age-related macular degeneration 
(nAMD). However, undertreatment related to the 
costs and route of administration of anti-VEGF agents 
remains a common problem for nAMD patients. 
The treat-and-extend (T&E) regimen for nAMD has 
proven to balance clinical effectivity with reduced 
numbers	of	 injections.	However,	 implementation	
of the T&E regimen depends on the capacity and 
resources of clinics and patient compliance. To 
determine the optimal T&E regimen for Hong Kong, a 

panel of retina specialists was initiated by MediPaper 
Medical Communications Limited to discuss the 
benefits and hurdles in adopting the T&E regimen 
and to develop recommendations for patient selection 
based on clinical needs, dosing criteria, and dosing 
regimen. Key recommendations included selecting 
patients with only-eye or recurrence for the T&E 
regimen, pre-booking clinic appointments to reduce 
patient visits, communicating the T&E regimen with 
non-vitreoretinal physicians and trainees, extending 
the maximum dose interval to 16 weeks, and actively 
engaging patients in decision making.
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Introduction

Neovascular age-related macular degeneration 
(nAMD) owing to leakage or bleeding from choroidal 
neovascularization is a common cause of central vision loss 
in the developed world.1 A meta-analysis in 2010 reported 
that	 the	prevalence	of	nAMD	among	 those	aged	40	 to	79	
years was 6.8% for Asians and 8.8% for Caucasians.2,3 Both 
of these populations share similar risk factors for nAMD, 
such as old age, smoking, obesity, sun exposure, and 
cardiovascular disease.2

Treatment goals for nAMD are to maximize and maintain 
visual	 acuity,	 reduce	 fluid	 and	 blood	 leakage,	 and	 induce	
regression of choroidal neovascularization.2 The current 
gold	standard	treatment	for	nAMD	is	intraocular	injection	of	
anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) agents 
to inhibit the development of abnormal blood vessels.4 
Commonly used on-label anti-VEGF agents include 
ranibizumab	and	aflibercept.5 These drugs are effective4 but 
expensive	and	require	frequent	intraocular	injections.	

Based on pivotal phase-3 clinical trials, the initial 
recommended	 injection	 regimen	 was	 monthly	 or	 bi-
monthly.2,6-9	 However,	 repeat	 injections	 put	 pressure	 on	
the overburdened eye clinics, and patients with reduced 
symptoms may halt the treatment. It is not uncommon 
for patients to be treated reactively (ie, as needed) upon 
symptom exacerbation. This may result in undertreatment 
and suboptimal outcomes.10-12

Therefore,	physicians	aim	to	balance	the	injection	frequency	
with clinical outcomes and to determine an optimal, clinically 
feasible regimen. One strategy for patients responding 
well to anti-VEGF therapy is to use the treat-and-extend 
(T&E) regimen, which is a proactive regimen that allows 
for extension of visit intervals in patients without clinical 
evidence of recurring or worsening disease activity.13 The 
T&E regimen has shown favorable results. The TREX-
AMD and TREND studies using ranibizumab revealed 
that both monthly and T&E regimens achieved comparable 
visual acuity outcomes.14,15 In the FLUID study, patients 
with	significantly	fewer	ranibizumab	injections	had	similar	
mean change in visual acuity.16 The ALTAIR study reported 
similar	efficacy	between	2-week	and	4-week	adjustment	of	
aflibercept.17 A 1-year interim study of early versus late T&E 
regimen	using	aflibercept	for	nAMD	showed	similarly	good	
visual acuity results.18 The Fight Retinal Blindness! registry 
revealed that the T&E regimen using either ranibizumab 
or	aflibercept	resulted	in	improvements	in	visual	acuity	by	
24	months.19,20 Compared with the reactive regimen upon 
symptom exacerbation that may result in undertreatment 
and suboptimal outcomes,10-12 the proactive T&E regimen 
enables	 significant	 visual	 improvement	 and	 significantly	
fewer	clinic	visits	and	injections,	thus	reducing	the	cost	of	
treatment.21

In view of the similar effectiveness of T&E and monthly 
regimens, this position paper aims to summarize Hong 

Kong’s	T&E	 regimens	 in	managing	 patients	with	 nAMD	
and propose strategies for its implementation in the local 
setting. 

Hong Kong Retina Expert Panel Selection

In October 2018, an expert panel comprising retina specialists 
from public, private, and academic institutions across Hong 
Kong was initiated by MediPaper Medical Communications 
Limited to discuss the current management of nAMD 
and implementation of T&E regimen in Hong Kong. The 
objectives	 were	 to	 investigate	 how	 the	 T&E	 regimen	 is	
practiced	in	Hong	Kong	and	to	identify	benefits	and	hurdles	
of practicing the T&E regimen for nAMD patients. This 
paper presents the recommendations of the panel, which are 
based on a series of presentations and round-table discussions 
during the meeting.

Recommendations

General recommendations for T&E regimen in 
Hong Kong
In Hong Kong, different hospitals have different practices 
depending on capacity and resources. The proactive T&E 
regimen	 is	 beneficial	 as	 it	 provides	 better	 visual	 outcomes	
than reactive regimen and reduces the number of visits, 
patient expenses, and clinic burden compared with gold 
standard monthly or bimonthly regimens. The burden on 
facilities, including optical coherence tomography (OCT), 
varies among different hospitals. 

Careful management of resources is recommended. All 
procedures performed in the operating theater are associated 
with	additional	workload	related	to	admission	and	discharge;	
therefore, outpatient treatment is recommended unless 
clinically contraindicated. To reduce the number of visits 
and clinical workload, OCT assessment and anti-VEGF 
drug	 injection	should	preferably	be	performed	on	 the	same	
day and thus appointments should be scheduled 2 months in 
advance to ensure adequate resources and facilities available. 
Different specialists may be involved in the treatment of the 
same patient. The treatment plan may be considered complex 
to	non-vitreoretinal	physicians	and	trainees;	retinal	specialists	
are recommended to document the treatment plan in the case 
management system to enable non-vitreoretinal physicians or 
trainees to adhere. 

Selection of patients for the T&E regimen
Identifying patients for the T&E regimen is based on clinical 
needs and patient preferences. Clinics may establish a set of 
criteria for patients to switch from the as-needed regimen 
to T&E regimen. In the current clinical setting, the T&E 
regimen is recommended for patients with only-eye or 
recurrent diseases. 

Loading period - initiation of doses
All	patients	should	receive	three	 loading	doses	 in	 the	first	
3 months.2	 The	 injection	 should	 preferably	 be	 performed	
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on the day of OCT assessment. If an OCT assessment is 
not	feasible	on	the	day	of	injection,	it	should	be	performed	
within	 1	 week	 before	 the	 injection	 date	 to	 assess	 the	
presence	 of	 any	 new	 or	 persistent	 fluid	 and	 to	 adjust	 the	
T&E regimen schedule when clinically indicated. Clinics 
should	make	efforts	 to	fulfil	 the	 injection	schedule,	which	
may require careful scheduling of the operating theater. 
After three loading doses, patients are scheduled for an 
appointment	3	 to	4	weeks	 later.	Patients	are	briefed	about	
the	 importance	 of	 adherence	 to	 the	 injection	 schedule	 to	
minimize rescheduling, which results in delayed schedule 
and interferes with the logistical planning. 

Extension of treatment interval
A	minimal	 interval	 for	 subsequent	 injections	 of	 4	 weeks	
(±1/2/4	 weeks)	 is	 recommended.2 In patients with stable 
vision	 (ie,	 no	 change	 in	 ≥5	 Early	 Treatment	 Diabetic	
Retinopathy Study letters) and dry retina or stable retinal 
thickness (no increase in central retinal thickness of 
≥100	 μm),	 the	 treatment	 interval	 can	 be	 extended	 by	 4	
weeks (Figure). The treatment interval should either be 
maintained	or	 reduced	when	fluid	 is	 present.	The	 interval	
can be extended up to 16 weeks in patients who continue to 
meet the extension criteria.

Reduction of treatment interval
In patients not meeting the extension criteria or with presence 
of	intraretinal	fluid	or	subretinal	fluid,	the	treatment	interval	
should	 be	 reduced	 to	 4	 weeks	 (Figure).2 Intraretinal cysts 
secondary	 to	 injection	 do	 not	 need	 to	 be	 treated.	 Pigment	
epithelial	 detachment	 may	 cause	 an	 increase	 in	 fluid,	 but	
it is not an immediate reason for reduction. However, such 
patients should be carefully monitored. 

Maintenance criteria
In	patients	extended	to	the	maximum	interval	of	one	injection	
per 16 weeks, the treatment interval should be maintained 
if	 the	 patient	 maintains	 a	 dry	 macula,	 has	 no	 loss	 of	 ≥5	
Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study letters, has no 
increase	in	central	retinal	thickness	of	≥100	μm,	has	no	new	
neovascularization, and has no new macular hemorrhage.

Cessation of treatment
Neovascular age-related macular degeneration is a chronic 
condition and prolonged treatment for at least 2 to 3 years 
is recommended. All patients, including those who have 
ceased	treatment,	should	be	followed	up	indefinitely	at	least	
every	4	to	6	months	and	are	advised	to	return	for	assessments	
upon symptom exacerbation. Even patients asymptomatic for 

Figure. Proposed treat-and-extend regimen.

Loading	period:	Three	4-weekly	injections	(q4)	

Treatment	interval	reduced	to	4	weeks	(q4) 
(minimum	injection	interval)

Treatment interval extended to 5/6/8 weeks (q5/6/8) 
(based	on	setting)	±	1/2/4	weeks	

Treatment interval extended to the maximum interval of 
16 weeks (q16)

Treatment interval continued every 16 weeks (q16)

If the patient does not meet 
extension criteria

If the patient meets extension criteria:
•	 Stable	vision	(no	change	in	≥5	Early	

Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study 
letters)

•	 Dry	retina	(no	intra-retinal	fluid	or	
subretinal	fluid)

•	 Stable	retinal	thickness	(no	increase	in	
central	retinal	thickness	of	≥100	μm)

If the patient does not meet 
extension criteria

If the patient continues to 
meet the extension criteria

If the patient continues to 
meet the extension criteria
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years may require treatment in later years owing to aging and 
further deterioration.

Limitations
These recommendations are limited to patients with only-
eye or recurrent diseases. Patient selection should be based 
on	 clinical	 needs	 and	 patients’	 preferences.	 Patients	with	 a	
non-resolving vitreous hemorrhage requiring vitrectomy 
are considered a special population,22 although they are not 
excluded from the T&E regimen. Vitrectomy after anti-
VEGF	 drug	 injection	 may	 reduce	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	
drug,23	 whereas	 anti-VEGF	 drug	 injection	 after	 vitrectomy	
may increase the risk of leakage.24 

Conclusion

Adopting set criteria for selecting patients, improving 

patient retention, and optimizing resources will improve 
treatment outcomes and standard of care of patients with 
nAMD. 
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